Total Ohio giving reached an all-time high in 2014, rising 6%, driven by a new peak in foundation giving and an increase in individual giving. #OhioGives

$7.87B TOTAL OHIO GIVING

$6.01B INDIVIDUAL GIVING

3,955 TOTAL OHIO FOUNDATIONS

7th

92% ARE PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS
3% ARE CORPORATE FOUNDATIONS
3% ARE OPERATING FOUNDATIONS
2% ARE COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS

$1.45B TOTAL FOUNDATION GIVING

$180M TOTAL UNITED WAY GIVING

This year’s report is made possible thanks to the generous support of Cramer & Associates, Ohio's most inventive, philanthropic consultancy, helping nonprofits exceed their fundraising dreams by seizing opportunity and blending creative, data and passion.
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76% Individuals gave $6.01 billion
18% Foundations gave $1.45 billion
3% Other giving was $230 million
3% United Ways gave $180 million